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GAME CHANGERS

ECO CITY FARMS
THE AGRICULTURAL INNOVATORS

Diverse effort brings ag to suburban Prince George's County

BY EMILY TEEl

" Everything we imagine, we do. Sometimes in the same
day," says Margaret Morgan-Hubbard, founder and
CEO ofECO City Farms' in Edmonston; Maryland,

speaking from within the Food Shed, an up-cycled shipping con
tainer in the process of being outfitted as a community :kitchen.

The narrow space of the container itself is the manif~i:a:tion of
Morgan-Hubbard's conviction. The day before, its exterior had
been painted a sunny goldenrod by a group of volunteers. The
very same weekend they built a new rain garden to help reduce
erosion and remediate the stream that runs alongside the farm
site. Soon, the adjacent tennis courts will be partially de-paved to
create more growing space for produce alongside the farm's giant
vermicompost bins, which house countless red wigglers content-

edly mowing through garden waste and food scraps from Com
post Cab. Aquaculture tanks projected to produce 1,000 pounds
of tilapia every three months will soon join the worms, hens and
ducks that reside on the farm.

ECO City Firms is the small, but mighty, a(lSw;e~tp the q~es- ~
tion of how to reintegrate sustainable suburban 'food production ~
in Prince George's County. The farm comprises four hoop hous- ~

..t'
es for vegetable production, a small stand of fruit trees, grapes, ~
blueberry plants, beehives, the imminent aquaculture tanks, a ~..t'
composting program and expanded growing, teaching and com- ~
munity kitchen spaces. ~

"At farmers markets we just look like a farm to make money," ~'"
laments Christian Melendez, the urban farm coordinator, but the ~
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"Everything we imagine, we do. Sometimes in the same day,"
says Margaret Morgan-Hubbard

mission and reach of the organization are far more ambitious
than just urban food production. ECO City Farms is working
to manifest a holistic model for the integration of environmental
stewardship, education, sustainable food production and food
access in Prince George's County.

The driving force behind the project is the four personali
ties that make up the "small, lean operation." Melendez oversees
agricultural production and what to plant in what crop rotation.
Adam Schwartz handles "all of the moving parts," like the farm's
solar panels, solar hot water heater and gray-water recycling sys
tem. Benny Erez, the senior technical advisor, spends his days ex
perimenting with the farm's compost systems. Margaret Morgan
Hubbard is the self-identified pit bull of the team, cultivating the
organization's diverse and focused board of directors, securing
funding for new projects and envisioning the ambitious trajec
tory that the group seems to be racing along. Volunteers and a
team of interns support the dynamic foursome and offer their
own distinct contributions.

"I don't like to fail, and I don't like to hear no," Morgan
Hubbard insists, and since they first put down roots on the farm
site in 2010, it doesn't appear that the word "no" has been part
of the group's vocabulary. Their diverse array of programming
has included a wide swath of educational activities in addition to

selling produce at two farmers markets and through their winter
community-supported agriculture (CSA) harvest subscription
program. They partner with Crossroads Farmers Market of
Langley Park to host a 1O-month New Urban/Immigrant Farmer
Training Program through which participants learn about every
aspect of urban food production from composting to financial
management. For those with less time to commit, they're
offering weekend-long intensive courses on urban agriculture
in partnership with Prince George's
Community College.

Once the Food Shed is up and
running, it will up the ante even
further. The shipping container, in
its previous life a vessel that could
have moved bananas from Costa

Rica or iceberg lettuce from Cali
fornia, is getting a new identity at;
ECO City. "It's really poetic," says
Schwartz, that this "symbol of global
food production" will instead house
the space not only for the washing
and processing of sustainably grown
local produce, but also a space for
the conversion of that produce into
value-added foods like pesto, jam or
salsa. The kitchen is intended to also

provide a space for community-led
cooking or nutrition classes.

Whereas some communities have resisted the return-or even

the preservation-of agriculture in favor of property-value-rais
ing housing developments or commercial spaces, the response to
ECO City has been encouraging. Morgan-Hubbard in part attri
butes this to the particular climate of Prince George's County, a
majority-minority community of "Africans, Caribbeans, Latinos,
Mrican Americans and white folks" with a collective sense that

"we have the means to [build a local food system] ourselves."
The farm has become a community space and a model for

collective investment. During my visit a young dad brought his
kids by for a walk around the farm to see what was growing in the
hoop houses. An hour later, Ella, a Portuguese immigrant and
longtime neighborhood resident, came marching up the drive
way with a cardboard box and her two grandchildren, Hannah
and Samuel, in tow. The children had brought a gift to the farm:
three young hens that they had raised from chicks but could no
longer keep. "What beautiful chickens" Erez exclaimed while
briefly inspecting the pullets before allowing them to join the
flocks.

The livestock donation-the same means whereby ECO City
acquired its ducks-is but one example of how community buy
in can mean the difference between a farm that struggles and
one that flourishes. One of the biggest obstacles that ECO City
faced in developing its current farm, and which limits and shapes
the trajectory of its second farm site, is the issue of zoning. Now
that the idea has germinated, however, it appears that there's no
stopping it. (j .

Below: Schwartz cutting chard in eco-city's hoophouse
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